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[5 7] , ABSTRACT 

A universal fabric conveying unit for processing syn 
thetic pile fabrics, wherein portions of the fabric are 
selectively presented to the processing equipment to 
process the various portions differently. The equip 
ment uses a driven pattern r011 having pro?le blocks 
which can be selectively positioned to control the pre 
sentation of a fabric to any one of a plurality of pro 
cessing elements. The pattern r011 assembly is pivotally 
mounted to adjust its proximity to the processing ele 
ments, and means are provided for its withdrawal and 
re-assembly with new patterns. 
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APPARATUS FOR PRODUCING PATTERNEI) PILE 
FABRICS 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

1. Field of the Invention 
This invention is concerned with the processing of 

pile fabrics. More particularly, it relates to a process 
which may employ a unique pattern roll as the basic 
fabric presentation element and as an integral portion 
of a fabric conveyancing system which presents pile 
fabrics to processing tools. 

2. Description of the Prior Art 
Within the context of the present invention, the gen 

eral classification, “pile fabrics,” covers a, variety of 
materials. These materials range from ?ne velours to. 
heavy carpeting, and include such diverse products as 
napped liners, suedes, ?ocked prints, velvets, and dou 
ble sided blankets. The basic cloth from which such 
pile fabrics are produced may be knitted, tufted, or 
woven. 

Pile fabric processing, irrespective of the particular 
material involved, is primarily concerned with develop 
ing a final product having desired characteristics and 
appearance. Usually, when this objective is achieved, 
the individual fibers of the product are untangled, the 
lay of the fibers is consistent, the length of the pile is 
uniform, and the finish is substantially permanent. The 
appearance of a product is also affected by the use of 
selective coloring, different fabrics, and different types 
of knitting or tufting, either alone or in combination. 

Selective shearing may also be employed. For exam 
ple, in applicant’s co-pending Patent application Ser. 
No. 85,945, filed Nov. 2, 1970, now abandoned, there 
is introduced a new cloth rest for the presentation of 
pile fabrics to a shear revolver. In contrast with prior 
cloth rests, this new cloth rest provides selectively posi 
tioned contouring elements which project toward the 
shear and thereby control the pile height of the sheared 
fabric. Means are provided for varyingthe distance be 
tween the contouring elements and the shear in accor 
dance with distinct transverse patterns, and it is sug 
gested therein that a suitably contoured cloth rest can 
be selectively. driven to develop sculptured ?nishes. 

In its principal use, the present invention is conj 
cerned with the fabric processing techniques which 
physically alter the characteristics of the material by 
selective treatment thereof with electrification, ironing, 
brushing, or the like. 
Although the introduction of synthetic fibers, of the 

type frequently used today, is relatively new to the in 
dustry, equipment for sculpturing and surface treating 
plush fabrics has long been known in the art. In the 
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19th Century sculptured shearing with a shear revolver ' 
having movable shearing elements was disclosed by 
U.S. Pat. No. 265,644, dated Oct. 10, I882; and the 
“marbleizing” of plush fabrics using a padded roller to 
press the plush surface upon a heated drum is shown in 
U.S. Pat. No. 362,178, dated May 3, 1887. Further de 
velopments have suggested the utilization of patterned 
rolls and/or conveyance systems which either press or 
withold fabrics from processing surfaces or tools. 
A survey of the art, however, shows that as a general 

rule, the techniques employed to date suffer from sev 
eral distinct disadvantages; they usually require expen 
sive and sometimes complicated equipment; they are 
restricted to the production of a particular design 
which cannot be changed without the manufacture of 
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additional specially prepared pattern drums; they gen 
erally tend to deform or disarrange the pile surface in 
a manner which lacks uniformity and esthetic appeal; 
and they do not take adequate account of the charac 
teristics of modern materials. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention provides a method and equip 
ment for the development of sculptured effects on pile 
fabrics.'These sculptured effects may be produced by 
a variety of processing tools and the particular pattern 
of sculpturing is designed at will by the processor or 
equipment operator. 
As noted above, there has been recognition of iron 

ing, shearing, electri?cation, brushing, and other tech 
niques for producing sculptured effects. Each of these 
operations has previously required a separate machine. 
The present invention eliminates the need for such sep 
arate machinery by providing a universal conveyancing 
method and unit‘ including a uniquely designed pattern 
roll; this conveyancing method and unit being opera 
tive in conjunction with a plurality of processing tools. 
Thus, embodiments of the invention cooperate with 
electri?er cylinders to produce sculptured effects upon 
pile fabrics wherein the pile is of substantially equal 
length throughout but wherein the lustre of selected 
areas of the fabric differs in accordance with a pre 
scribed desired pattern. Embodiments of the invention 
are also employed in conjunction with ironer rolls and 
thermo-sculpturing apparatus to achieve sculptured ef 
fects by either variations in surface re?ectivity and lus 
tre or by actual variations in surface height of the pile. 
An object of the invention is to provide an improved 

method for the processing of synthetic pile fabrics. 
Another object of the invention is to provide im 

proved pile processing apparatus. 
Another object of the invention is to provide im 

proved method and apparatus for conveying fabrics 
past processing tools. 
Another object of the invention is to provide im 

proved conveyancing apparatus including means for 
controlling the presentation of the fabric to processing 
tools. ’ 

Another object of the invention is to provide im 
proved apparatus of the type described, wherein sur 
face patterns may be established on pile fabrics at the 
will of the operator. 
Another object of the invention is to provide im 

proved substantially universal conveyancing apparatus 
for use in conjunction with electri?er cylinders, ironing 
cylinders, thermo-sculpturing tools, etc. 
Another object of the invention is to provide a pat 

tern roll assembly which can produce surface patterns 
a diverse nature by selective presentation and treat 
ment of fabrics as they are conveyed past processing 
units. 

In accordance with the processing aspects of the 
present invention there is provided a method for the 
treatment of synthetic pile fabrics wherein a treatment 
zone is established within which the fabric may be 
heated, cooled, ironed, beaten, and electri?ed, either 
individually or in combination. The fabric is then trans 
ported into this zone in a selective manner so that some 
areas of the fabric are exposed to treatment more than 
others. The result is a sculpturing effect which is per 
manently impressed into the pile. 
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In accordance with another aspect-of the invention, 
there is provideda unique pattern roll assembly, com 
prising a substantially cylindrical drum having mount 
ing means disposed across the surface thereof, and se 
lectively contoured pattern elements adapted for secur 
ing within said mounting means; the combination of the 
pattern roll and pattern elements making possible the 
development of patterns in accordance with the desires 
of a fabric designer. _ 

In accordance with yet another aspect of the inven 
tion, there is provided a conveyancing system utilizing 
a pattern roll in combination with interchangeable pile 
processing units which cooperate with the pattern roll 
to produce an unlimited range of sculptured patterns 
upon pile fabrics processed therethrough. 
A complete appreciation of the above objects of the 

invention, along with an understanding of the various 
aspects and features thereof, will be available from the 
following description which is made in conjunction 
with the drawings. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. I is a perspective view of a pattern roll with pat 
tern profiles mounted thereon, in accordance with an 
embodiment of the invention; 
FIG. 2 is a schematic view of apparatus incorporating 

the invention and illustrating the conveyance path in 
such an apparatus; 
FIG. 3 is an enlarged cross-sectional view illustrating 

the mounting of a pattern pro?le upon the circumfer 
ence of a pattern roll; 
FIGS. 4A-4E are schematics of typical pattern pro 

files which may be employed in conjunction with a pat 
tern roll; 

FIG. 5 is a top view of a pile fabric after having been 
treated with apparatus embodying the features of the 
invention; 
FIG. 6 is a cross-sectional view taken along the lines 

6—6 of FIG. 5; 
FIGS. 7A and 7B are enlarged views of the area 7 en 

circled in FIG. 6 showing the effects of selective elec 
tri?er contact; and 
FIGS. 8A-8G are schematics showing various pro 

cessing arrangements using the features of the inven 
tion. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

The pattern roll shown in FIG. 1, is mounted upon an 
axle 11 for rotational motion. Not shown in this ?gure 
are the necessary drive means by which the roll is 
driven either in synchronism or out of synchronism 
with the basic fabric conveyance system. The particular 
drive means is provided with speed and capacity in ac 
cordance with the speci?c desires of the equipment de 
signer. Each pattern roll has a plurality of surface in 
dentations 12 upon its surface 14. In FIG. 1, these sur 
face indentations take the form of longitudinal slots ex 
tending parallel to the axis of the cylinder. In other ap 
plications it may be desired to have the indentations 
with other orientations and con?gurations. These in 
dentations are provided with a widened area on their 
radially interior portions as means for conveniently fas 
tening pattern pro?les 13. The pattern pro?les 13 are 
contoured in any of an in?nite number of designs in ac 
cordance with the ultimate pattern effect desired by the 
equipment user. Each pattern pro?le is individually 
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4 
mounted in the cooperating slots of the pattern roll and 
consequently their radial and axial positioning may be 
determined at will. The pattern pro?les are preferably 
fabricated of a heat conductive material. The pattern 
roll is preferably provided with heating elements 17 
therein. Thus, the pattern pro?le conducts the heat 
from the surface of the cylinder into direct contact with 
any fabric conveyed thereacross. The use of a heated 
pattern roll is of particular importance with respect to 
modern ?bers because such ?bers are characteristically 
thermosetting in nature and will be set into desired con 
?gurations under the in?uence of heat. 
By utilizing such a roll, one is enabled to design the 

pattern applied to a particular pile fabric with an inf 
nite number of possibilities, the design being limited 
only by the imagination of the user. The various pattern 
pro?le blocks may be provided in several standard 
forms so that the user can develop his own arrange 
ment, or they may be speci?cally formed for particular 
patterns. 

Attention is now directed to FIG. 2 wherein a con 
vcyor system employing a pattern roll is schematically 
illustrated. A main frame conveyor console 20 contains 
a pattern roll 10 and basic conveyancing elements for 
the transport ofa pile fabric 21, in the direction of the 
arrows. The conveyor console 20 includes a number of 
conventional conveying elements; this particular illus 
tration including a plurality of idler or reversing rolls 
22-25; a pile beater 26; a feeder roll 27; and a delivery 
roll 28. The pattern roll 10 is positioned near the top 
of the equipment in close proximity to an electri?er 
cylinder 30. Electri?er cylinder 30 is disposed within 
an exhaust hood 31 that is in turn connected to an ex 
haust duct 32. Each of the latter elements are illus 
trated in dashed outline form because the details 
thereof are not germane to the invention. 
The conveyance console is speci?cally designed for 

cooperation with any one of a plurality of processing 
units similar to the illustrated electri?er cylinder. The 
conveyance console is positioned on the ?oor ofa plant 
and various processing elements are selectively and al 
ternatively brought into cooperation therewith. This 
makes possible the provision of a single universal con 
veyance system having the capabilities for sculpturing 
presented in this invention, along with individual pro 
cessing elements only. Each processing unit may be 
heated or non-heated, and may be provided with differ 
ential speed control. As illustrated in FIGS. 8A-8F, in 
addition to electri?er cylinders of the type suggested in 
FIG. 2, it is contemplated that ironer plates, rotary 
ironers, fractional ironers, brushes rotating about ei 
ther parallel or orthogonal axes, and thermo 
sculpturing tools, may be used. These applications are 
explained in more detail hereinafter. 
The major conveyancing elements on the console 20 

are mounted upon a conveyor carriage 29 which is ad 
justable for pivoting about a pivot axis 35. Positioning 
is under the control of a right angle worm lifter screw 
36 which appears in the left central portion of the ?g 
ure. Thus, reversing roller 23, feeder roll 27, beater 26, 
idler roll 24, pattern roll 10, idler roll 25, and delivery 
roll 28, are all mounted upon the pivotable adjustable 
conveyor carriage 29. This facilitates variable speed 
adjustable tension control for various positions of pat 
tern roll 10. The conveyance system is driven by means 
of output shafts 37 and 38 which in turn are controlled 
in any desired way, preferably with variable speed 
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drives. These drives may or may not be connected to 
the pattern roll drive. The mounting of pattern roll 10 
on a movable carriage renders it suitable for coopera 
tion with the various processing heads to be used. 
As illustrated in FIG. 2, the adjustable conveyor car 

riage also includes a rail or channel means 39 by means 
of which the pattern roll 10 may be slid away from any 
processing unit for convenient positioning of the pat 
tern pro?les. 
With a general understanding of the manner in which 

the conveyancing system is arranged, attention is now 
redirected to the pro?le pattern roll itself. FIG. 3 shows 
an enlarged partial cross-sectional view taken along a 
radial plane through a pattern roll upon which a pattern 
profile block 13 is mounted. As shown in this ?gure, a 
convenient mounting arrangement involves the utiliza 
tion of a threaded bolt 15 and locking nut 16. The lock 
ing nut is dimensioned for non-rotatable positioning 
within the lower channel of slots 12. Thus, the bolt 15 
can be easily entered and secured. Each profile block 
conains at least one counter-sunk hole therethrough for 
placement of the threaded bolt 15. In addition, each 
profile block has a concave surface contoured to com 
ply with the surface of the pattern roll. This makes it 
possible to securely mount the pattern block 13 in ei 
ther of two 180° opposed directions. It is not possible 
with this speci?c design to rotate the pattern block 90° 
and thus have it directed longitudinally along the pat 
tern roll. In such a 90° reoriented position, the concav 
ity on the inner face of the block would be inappropri 
ate to the straight linear longitudinal surface of the pat 
tern roll. 
FIGS. 4A—4E illustrate typical pro?les that may be 

utilized in conjunction with the pattern roll of the in 
vention. FIG. 4A shows a pair of pattern pro?les for im 
posing line patterns into the pile fabric being pro 
cessed. Each profile has a concave lower face adapted 
to conform to the surface of the pattern roll and in 
cludes two countersunk holes for retaining bolts. FIGS. 
48 and 4C illustrate the versatility available with the 
pattern blocks of the invention and respectively show 
.pattern profiles for a right and left helix. FIG. 4D illus 
trates va multi-level pro?le, having only a single aper 
ture for the necessary securing bolt. Here, too, the 
number of levels appearing‘ upon the pro?le is not re 
stricted by the invention. FIG. 4E illustrates a geomet 
ric pro?le wherein three clamp fasteners are employed. 
Qbviously any geometric pattern may be developed 
and the speci?c means for securing the pattern to the 
pattern roll may vary within the teachings of this inven 
tion. There is no speci?c limitation upon the number of 
securing bolts utilized for the surface area that a partic 
ular pattern may encompass. The speci?c surface areas 
are within the control of the designer, and it may be 
deemed advantageous to have a limited number of con 
ventional forms which can be positioned by either in 
terlocking or opposing positions upon the surface of 
the cylinder. In addition, where small areas are in 
volved, the inner surface of the pattern pro?le need not 
be concave. 
FIGS. 5 - 7 schematically illustrate the result of pass 

ing a synthetic pile fabric past an electri?er cylinder 
while utilizing a conveyancing system employing the 
method and apparatus of this invention. FIG. 5 is a top 
view of such a fabric and clearly illustrates the differ 
ence in lustre or surface appearance resulting from the 
various pro?le patterns on the pattern roll. The areas 
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41 are those in which the pattern pro?les were present, 
in contrast with the areas 42 wherein the pro?le pat 
terns were absent. The cross-section shown in FIG. 6 
illustrates that the presence of a pattern pro?le, for ex 
ample, in area 43, caused the fabric to be subjected 
more thoroughly to processing with the result of dis 
tinctive pile condition. The absence of a pattern pro 
?le, for example, in the area 44, resulted in a different 
pile conditioning. The circled‘ portion 7, shown in FIG. 
6, is enlarged in FIGS. 7A and 78 to illustrate more 
graphically the results of this type of pile processing. 

In FIGS. 7A and 7B, the backing 45 is shown to se 
cure a plurality of ?bers 46-49. As a result of process 
ing utilizing the pattern roll, the ?bers 47 that were in 
proximity to the pro?les all stand substantially un 
curled and virtually perpendicular relative to the back 
ing. On the other hand, the ?bers 46 on the left side of 
FIG. 7A have more curl and deformed root portions. In 
FIG. 7B, the pattern pro?les additionally tended to ef 
fect an ironing down of ?bers 49, while ?bers 48 were 
rendered erect. It will be appreciated that the areas 
proximate to the pattern pro?les provide a different 
lustre or appearance. In other words, a sculptured ef 
fect is produced, without shearing. Still further, the ef 
fect is permanent. ' 

It has been mentioned above that a variety of pro 
cessing units may be employed with this universal con 
veyancing system. Typical units have been shown by 
way of example in FIGS. 8A-8G. The versatility pro 
vided by this invention makes possible the utilization 
not only of varying units, but also varying speeds of 
conveyance and operation vis-a-vis the processing units 
used. It is also possible to selectively employ heating, 
either in the pattern roll or in the processing unit itself. 

In FIG. 8A there is illustrated a pattern roll 10 oper 
ating in conjunction with a concave ironer plate 50. 
The ironer plate in such a con?guration may be pro 
vided with a concave curvature substantially concen 
tric with the curvature of the pattern roll and of arc 
length commensurate with the desired ironing effects. 
In a typical installation, the ironer plate would be 
heated and would be mounted for the application of ad 
justable pressure relative to the pattern roll. Under 
such circumstances, the pattern roll itself may be run 
either in synchronism with the conveyancing system or 
at a different speed in order to produce slurred pat 
terns. The pattern roll may be either heated or oper 
ated at ambient temperatures. _ 

FIG. 8B illustrates a con?guration wherein rotary 
ironing is carried out. In this case the pattern roll 10 op 
erates in cooperation with two pressure heated cylin 
ders 51 and 52 which are mounted upon parallel axes. 
The pressure cylinders may be either operative at 
heated or ambient temperatures and they may be con 
trolled with a variable speed control vis-a-vis the pat 
tern roll. It is contemplated that the pressure cylinders 
may operate with reversible rotation if desired and that 
they may include surface designs. Once again, the pat 
tern roll exhibits its customary versatility relative to the 
particular pro?les utilized thereon; may employ a vari 
able speed drive; and may be operated at either heated 
or ambient temperatures. As a result of the adjustable 
carriage con?guration discussed in connection with 
FIG. 2, the pattern roll also is able to apply adjustable 
pressure in accordance with the desires of the operator. 

Still‘another type of ironing operation may be carried 
out with a fractional ironer as shown in FIG. 8C. In this 
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case, the pressure roll may have a contoured face if de 
sired and it may include sculptured or plain pro?les. 
Both the pattern roll and the ‘pressure roll may be 
heated or operated at ambient temperature and with 
variable speeds. Optional reversible rotation may be 
provided. 

In the event that it is desired to brush portions of a 
pile fabric on a selective basis, for example, in order to 
untangle the surface of certain portions of pile while 
leaving the rest intact, one may utilize the combination 
of components shown in FIG. 8D wherein the pattern 
roll is parallel with a rotary brush 54. Once again, it is 
noted that the brush may be driven at variable speeds, 
with adjustable pressure and in reversible directions. 
The pattern roll may also be controlled under variable 
speeds at either heated or ambient temperatures. It will 
be appreciated that the brushing of thermo-setting ma 
terials is generally an intermediate step and produces 
a relatively transient finish, nevertheless, this may be a 
desirable operation as an intermediate step in conjunc 
tion with a complete pile processing operation. On the 
other hand, the brushed condition can be set into the 
fabric with proper heating of the pattern roll. 
FIG. 8E illustrates yet another processing operation 

that may be performed in conjunction with the pattern 
roll 10. In this case, one employs swirling brushes 55 
rotating about an axis perpendicular to the axis of the 
pattern roll. The amount of contact with these brushes 
is determined by the con?guration on the pattern roll 
and if it is desired, one may even select pattern profiles 
which, in effect, provide a completely smooth surface 
upon the pattern roll. 
FIG. 8F illustrates the utilization of a pattern roll 10 

in conjunction with electri?er units 56 which are axi 
ally disposed along the longitudinal axis of the pattern 
roll. The adjacent edge of units 56 interacts with the 
pile on the pattern roll. This type of vertical electri?ca 
tion provides an effect somewhat like that of the brush 
swirling. On the other hand, greater permanence is 
achieved because of the possibility of heating both the 
swirling electrifier and the pattern roll. Further yet, the 
ability to vary patterns and thereby bring the material 
into greater or less contact with the vertical electri?er 
yields considerable advantage for the fabric designer. 
The method practiced in this invention is concerned 

primarily with the establishment ofa “treatment zone” 
wherein pile fabric is processed. As explained above, 
the processing may include a variety of treatments and 
would generally be carried out with such conventional 
elements as brushes, ironers, electrifiers and the like. 
Such elements have a definite range of in?uence and 
the method is concerned with selectively bringing the 
pile into this range so that different areas are differently 
processed. 
The invention is particularly concerned with modern 

synthetic pile fabrics, because these fabrics have char 
acteristics of plasticity and respond to electro‘static in 
?uences in a special way. By-using the method and ap 
paratus of the invention, one may take advantage of 
these characteristics to ?rst render the pile more pli 
able (e.g., by heating), then subjecting it to heating and 
electrical polarization (e.g., with an electri?er), and 
thereafter permanently set it (e.g., by cooling). 
When processing with equipment such as electri?ers, 

a sculpturing effect is achieved by selective variations 
in surface lustre and this can be accomplished by 
changing the pile lay and/or deforming the pile. The 
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8 
method and apparatus of this invention is particularly 
useful in obtaining such effects. As shown by the illus 
trations previously discussed, the use of a pattern roll 
permits selective pile deformation. It is further found 
that by using the concept of plural treatment zones ar 
ranged one after the other, both pile deformation and 
selective pile lay can be obtained. For instance, FIG. 
8G illustrates two electri?ers 30a and 30b used with a 
single conveyance system. The direction of rotation of 
the electri?er cylinders can be either similar or re 
versed, and the speed of the pattern roll or rolls can be 
determined as desired. 

In recapitulation, it will be seen that by utilizing an 
adjustable pattern roll as an integral part of a fabric 
conveyor in a pile fabric processing system, it is possi 
ble to achieve results in the treatment of fabrics that 
have heretofore been unavailable. These results in 
clude a wide versatility of designs at the will and conve 
nience of the particular fabric processor. The results of 
utilizing this heated equipment in conjunction with syn 
thetic ?bers which are of a thermo-setting nature, also 
insures permanence of ?nish. Still further, the universal 
conveyor disclosed with the pattern roll is operable in 
conjunction with a multiplicity of highly specialized 
processing elements and thereby avoids the need for a 
large number of specialized machines, each havings its 
own conveyancing system. With equipment designed in 
accordance with the teachings of this invention, one is 
able to provide a completely versatile, thoroughly oper 
ative, pile ?nishing plant with only a single conveyance 
unit and changeable processing heads. 

It is appreciated that those skilled in the art will im 
mediately recognize modi?cations that may be made in 
the speci?c illustrative embodiments described herein 
above. For example, it is within the contemplation of 
the present invention to automate the various features 
and functions described. All such modi?cations as 
come within the spirit and teachings of this invention, 
are intended to be covered by the following claims. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A universal pile fabric conveying unit for trans 

porting fabric in proximity to a processing element to 
produce a pattern therein comprising, a pattern roll 
mounted adjacent to one surface of said unit, in prox 
imity to said processing element, and rotatable about 
an axis; feeder and delivery rolls mounted for rotation 
about individual axes parallel to said axis; means for ro 
tating said feeder and delivery rolls; a frame pivotable 
about a further parallel axis having the axis of said pat 
tern roll and said individual axes of the feeder and de 
livery rolls mounted thereon; and means for translating 
said pattern roll away from the position adjacent to said 
one surface of said unit. 

2. A universal fabric conveying unit in accordance 
with claim 1, wherein said pattern roll includes mount 
ing means on the surface thereof, and a plurality of pat 
tern pro?les secured therein. 

3. A universal fabric conveying unit in accordance 
with claim 1 wherein said processing element com 
prises electri?er means. 

4. A universal fabric conveying unit in accordance 
with claim 3, wherein said electri?er means comprise 
a plurality of electri?er cylinders rotatable about axes 
perpendicular to the axis of said pattern roll, said cylin 
ders being longitudinally disposed along said pattern 
roll. 
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5. A universal fabric conveying unit in accordance 

with claim 3, including at least one further pattern roll 
downstream of said ?rst pattern roll, and further elec 
tri?er means operative in cooperation therewith. 

6. A universal fabric conveying unit in accordance 
with claim 1 wherein said processing element com 
prises ironing means. 

7. A universal fabric conveying unit in accordance 
with claim 1 wherein said processing element com 
prises brushing means. 

8. A universal pile fabricating conveying unit for 
transporting fabrics in proximity to processing ele 
ments to produce a pattern therein, comprising a pat 
tern roll, transporting means for transporting a fabric 
thereover, means for mounting said pattern roll adja 
cent to one surface of said unit, in proximity to said 
processing elements, and means for pivoting said pat~ 
tern roll and said transporting means away from said 
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10 
processing elements, wherein said pattern roll com 
prises a substantially cylindrical surface secured to an 
axis for rotation, a plurality of indentations on said sur 
face disposed in a regular pattern; means for heating 
said surface; and individual pro?le blocks, each having 
securing means adapted to cooperate with said indenta 
tions to hold said blocks in position relative thereto; 
said pro?le blocks being formed of heat conductive 
material. 

9. A universal fabric conveying unit in accordance 
with claim 8, wherein each pro?le block is secured in 
butting contact with a major portion of said cylindrical 
surface and the butting surfaces are of complementary 
con?guration. __ 

10. A universal fabric conveying unit in accordance 
with claim 9, wherein said indentations are disposed 
parallel with said axis. 

* * * * * 
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